LYNN TAKES WIN AT OPENING GP2 ROUND IN BARCELONA
London, May 18, 2016. Alex Lynn started his GP2 campaign in the best way
possible by winning the sprint race in Barcelona on Sunday.
The weekend started well, Lynn was just a tenth off leader Pierre Gasly during
free practice but qualifying didn’t go quite according to plan due to mixed
weather conditions meaning Lynn started from P3 on the grid for the feature
race.
Lynn said: “The car set-up didn’t translate from the prime tyres to the option
tyres, which is unusual for DAMS. Maybe we got some calculations wrong,
but it was a scrappy session, with the car feeling nervous in high-speed
corners. That was a surprise considering how it had felt in free practice, so
with all that in mind to finish up third on the grid was not too bad.”
In the feature race on Saturday Lynn made a pretty good start but was passed
by Sergey Sirotkin and team-mate Nicholas Latifi, although he got straight
back at Latifi on the exit of turn 3.
There was a stint with the safety car and as soon as the pit window opened
Lynn pitted to get off the softer option tyres and onto the primes.
With 15 laps to go there was another safety car, which meant that those who
started on the prime tyres has a free pit stop, and Lynn finished in sixth place.
In his words: “So it wasn’t the dream first race of the season I’d planned in my
head for a few months, but we got some points on the board”
But it was all still to play for in the sprint race which Lynn started from third on
the grid, passing Jordan King for second around the outside of Turn 3 on the
first lap and then had his sights set on leader Raffaele Marciello. Lynn took
advantage of the DRS window and overtook him straight away leading the
race to the end.
Alex said: “So I’m happy to get off the line with a strong weekend, and it’s a
good way to start the season. It’s especially great as we’ve got the Monaco
GP support coming up next.”
Lynn was kept busy in Barcelona with the F1 test with Williams Martini Racing
which followed the GP2 race on Tuesday. In his role as development driver
Lynn was behind the wheel of the Williams-Mercedes FW38 and completed
86 laps of the Circuit de Catalunya, 20 laps more than the Spanish Grand Prix

race distance. Williams were centre of attention as they were testing some
pretty radical developments, most visually on the wings.
Alex said: “I knew in advance what the team were going to try – unfortunately
the test wasn’t all about proving how quick Alex Lynn is and that I should get
an F1 race seat immediately! But on the other hand it makes me really proud
that the team gave me such a big responsibility and it demonstrates the
confidence they’ve got in me. That was nice from my side, and on Wednesday
Felipe Massa is carrying on with the work, so hopefully at the end of the test
they can sign it off as a job done.”
The next GP2 race is 26 – 28 May in Monaco.
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